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UK Space Agency winner
Portsmouth High School pupil’s idea wins
funding in UK Space Agency competition
Congratulations to Sixth
Former Lowena Hull who
has won a UK Space Agency
competition designed to
inspire creative ideas on how
satellites can improve life on
earth.
Lowena was awarded the
top prize of £7,500 in the
Agency’s SatelLife competition
for young people for her
idea on tracking down lost
supermarket trolleys. She will
now go on to pitch her idea
to a panel of industry experts
at the Harwell Space Cluster
in Oxfordshire in June in
the hope of gaining further
support to turn it into reality.
‘It was a big shock to hear
that I had come first but am
absolutely delighted about
winning this prestigious prize,’
said Lowena.

Lowena’s Trolley Tracker tool
uses satellites to monitor the
location of trolleys taken off
site and allows them to be
reclaimed. In 2015 1.5 million
trolleys were taken from
supermarkets and abandoned,
with significant environmental
impacts.
The A Level student came up
with her winning idea after
seeing abandoned trolleys
around the area and said ‘I
started looking into it and the

more research I did the more I
realised it’s a massive issue and
really bad for the environment.
Now my idea is something
I’d like to take further. It’s
a good opportunity to get
supermarkets involved and it
would benefit them as well as
councils and the government
and everyone who lives in the
areas affected.’
Emily Gravestock, Head of
Applications at the UK Space
Agency, said: ‘Lowena’s entry
was an innovative solution to a
real problem. I look forward to
seeing how she develops her
idea in the future.’

Lowena’s success
was featured on
BBC Breakfast and
she was interviewed in
Portsmouth alongside
an abandoned
supermarket trolley.
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Welcome
Welcome to Portsmouth
High Senior School and
Sixth Form
This edition showcases
the varied and imaginative
opportunities on offer
at Portsmouth High
School. Lowena Hull’s
incredible invention may
make a difference to our
environment by enabling
supermarkets to locate
lost trolleys. Girls were
introduced, by live link, to the
efforts of Nekton exploring
the Indian Ocean. These are
not everyday happenings.
Travelling to New York to
take part in a Broadway
workshop and performing a
world première composition
excited the musicians and
thespians alike along with
the superb evenings of
Shakespeare.
There was so much truly
unique activity packed
around the spring term.
We have elected our
Head Girl Team for next
year and they are already
underway with fundraising
for their homeless charity
and planning events. British
Science week provided
opportunities for girls to see
and participate in practical
science, which fuelled their
interest in and enjoyment
of investigative experiments.
Furthermore we were proud
of the awards received by
our Cyber Ambassador
Scheme and our triumphs on
the sports field.
This pictorial highlights just a
few of the many memorable
moments from last term
and captures brilliantly the
atmosphere of creativity and
aspiration.
Jane Prescott
Headmistress
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Cultural delights on
a week-long trip to
New York

Thirty-seven drama, music and art enthusiasts
experienced a week-long trip of a lifetime to
New York City over half term.
The group performed
concerts at three
prestigious venues: The
Cathedral Church of
Saint John the Divine
(the largest cathedral
in the world), Saint
Malachy Church (known
as The Actors’ Church,
where Alec Guinness
and Gregory Peck
were parishioners, Joan
Crawford got married,
and Rudolph Valentino’s
funeral was held), and
the progressive Riverside
Church, where Martin
Luther King frequently
preached. All of these
venues were inspirational,
and the group sang,
played, and tap danced for
appreciative locals and
visitors.
After the Riverside
concert, the group was
treated to a tour of
Manhattan School of Music
and attended a rehearsal
of their women’s chorus,
who were preparing for
a concert of music by
Brahms.
‘Seeing Disney’s Aladdin
on Broadway was a

spectacular treat,’ said
Director of Music, Mr
George Tinsley, who led the
group. ‘The girls were taught
a complicated and exotic
routine by one of the show’s
dancers at their step-by-step
workshop at Chelsea Studios.
‘On another day, pupils
learned to throw fake punches
and choreograph a safe
stage fight, overseen by a
professional Broadway fight
coordinator. Pupils gained
inside information through
question and answer sessions
led by two of Aladdin’s actors.’
Pupils also experienced
some of New York’s finest
Art Deco architecture, along
with jaw-dropping views from
the observation deck of the
Empire State Building.
New York food was a big hit
with the girls on this trip,
and everyone’s favourite
restaurant was Ellen’s Stardust
Diner, where the waiters
took turns on stage belting
out songs from the shows,
culminating in a rousing,
banner-waving rendition of

One Day More from Les
Misérables.
After four days of culture
and sightseeing, the trip
ended on a high with a
two-hour private coach tour
of over 60 movie and TV
filming locations throughout
Manhattan. Group photos
were taken outside the
Friends apartment building
and the fire station from
Ghostbusters, and everyone
marvelled at the luxury
apartment buildings of stars
including Taylor Swift and
Beyoncé. The day concluded
with shopping at South
Street Seaport and a visit
to the World Trade Centre
memorial fountains.
It was a tremendous
trip, packed with cultural
adventures and educational
experiences.

Shakespeare
under the stars...
Charity drama event to raise
money for Children on the Edge

The outgoing Head Girl team
hosted a charity drama event,
Shakespeare Under The Stars to
raise money for this year ‘s chosen
charity, Children on the Edge.
The evening consisted
of a wonderful variety of
Shakespearean scenes, including
a comedic interpretation of the
opening scene of Romeo and Juliet,
three very scary Year 8 Macbeth
witches, an amusing version of the
Mechanicals and a lovely taster of
the Sixth Form play Julius Caesar.
Several girls also presented some
amazing monologues, including
one of our alumna, Ellie Jones, who
portrayed Viola’s dilemma most
beautifully.
A huge well done to the team
who raised £174 for their charity
Children on the Edge. A special
thank you to Sixth Former
Francesca McBride who organised
and compèred the whole event.
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British Science Week

Sparking curiosity and enjoyment of science with
both fun and educating activities in the laboratory...

A packed week of lunchtime activities saw unprecedented numbers of pupils descending on the
laboratories in the science department for British Science Week.
With summer examinations
on the horizon, the first
activity was learning how
to make a stress ball using
a knowledge of material
science. Components were
measured in exactly the right
proportions to make a ball
that was neither too soft or
too hard and bouncy.
Medic Club, normally for
Year 11 and above, opened its

doors to all students with a
topic of ‘Open Surgery’. The
session gave budding medics
of all ages the chance to get
a feel for open heart surgery,
cornea replacement and renal
artery stent fitting. There was
a chance to diagnose a real
patient, test urine samples for
sugar and take blood pressure
and oxygen readings. Medic
Club is for anyone thinking
about becoming a doctor,

midwife, dentist, vet or nurse
and is an ideal opportunity to
explore what these careers
entail and speak to students
who have been through the
BMAT and UKCAT entrance
examinations.
Lunchtime activities continued
on a fun note when girls had
the opportunity to make
ice cream – but without a
freezer in sight. The theory

of using salt to lower the
freezing temperature of water
(commonly used to stop roads
freezing on a wintery night)
was applied to make ice cream
from milk, cream, sugar and
vanilla extract – and it tasted
absolutely delicious.

Arkwright Engineering
Scholarship final round
Congratulations to Ruby Dale in
Year 11 who reached the final
stage of the selection process
for Arkwright Scholar status
2019. She was among 1375
shortlisted applicants nationally
who sat the Arkwright aptitude
examination in February. Ruby’s
designs earned her an interview at Southampton
University and she is currently waiting to hear the
outcome. Well done, Ruby!
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Unique insight into deep ocean secrets
A Skype link
brought the Indian
Ocean into Lab 2
at Portsmouth
High School

Girls from the Prep and Senior Schools were excited to
take part in the unique opportunity of a live Skype link
with Nekton, who have been running the deep ocean
mission to explore the Indian Ocean which has been
broadcast on Sky TV.
Nekton’s aim is to be ‘positively disruptive’ and find innovative
ways to accelerate scientific understanding of how the deep
ocean is changing and thereby radically improving ocean
stewardship.
Prep School parent Will West is Head of Content for Nekton
and spearheaded the link between Portsmouth High School and

‘somewhere between Aldabra and Astove’. The live link was a
unique experience for the girls which has hopefully inspired
them to have a better understanding, interest and knowledge
of the ocean.

Mathematics Department invites local schools for a challenge...
Portsmouth High School hosted twelve local primary and
junior schools for a Mathematical Challenge Day in the
summer term.

Year 10 pupils encouraged primary
school pupils to think outside
their comfort zones

The visiting girls from Years 5 and 6 were faced with some
stretching mathematical challenges covering numeracy, shape
and space activities including group rounds where they had to
collaboratively answer questions and relay rounds where basic
algebra, amongst other skills, was required.
‘The day is about having fun doing mathematics,’ said Mr Paul
Goldbrum, Head of Mathematics at Portsmouth High School. ‘It
gives girls the chance to apply their mathematical skills to a wide
range of differing challenges. This stretches and develops their
thinking to be able to see complex numbers in a different light.
With the guidance of Portsmouth High School Year 10 girls, they
have been encouraged to think beyond their comfort zones.’
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Cyber Ambassador Award
Portsmouth High School is awarded a prestigious
award from the High Sheriff of Hampshire

the Hampshire Police and
Crime Commissioner to help
young people be part of the
solution to tackling crime
and improving policing. The
main aim of the scheme is to
skill-up pupils on key online
safety issues. These pupils
then pass on their learning
offering helpful support to
their peers.

“

If in doubt, leave it out...

”

Advice from Year 9 Pupil Issy Roberts on staying safe online

Mrs Heather Trim, Deputy Head of Portsmouth High
School and Mr Paul Marshallsay, Headmaster of the
Prep School, were the proud recipients of an award
from the High Sheriff of Hampshire for the school’s
Cyber Ambassadors scheme.
Portsmouth High School has been part of a pilot scheme to
promote online security, led by the Hampshire and Isle of
Wight Youth Commission. The commission was set up by

Gala Concert
Pupils, parents, staff and guests enjoyed a
wonderful evening of celebration at the Gala
Concert, the highlight of the school’s musical
calendar.
Hosted by Portsmouth Cathedral, the evening
included pieces from Flute Choir, Rock Band,
Jazz Band, Ukuladies, Harmony, Cantabile and the
combined choir and orchestra. Soloists Millie, Jia,
Rebecca and Georgie gave stunning performances
during the first half of the programme.
The climax of the evening was the world premiére
of Wild Wind by the Canadian composer Sarah
Quartel, known for her fresh and exciting approach
to choral music. Sarah’s composition was based on
Anne Brontë’s original poem Lines Composed in a
Wood on a Windy Day. The piece was an uplifting
finale for a wonderful evening which showcased so
much musical talent across the school.
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When approached by the
Commission PHS quickly
identified the need to take
the lead in training pupils
and to act as a centre for
training for other schools.
Over a third of the young
people who took part
identified cyber safety as
their top priority. As a result
a set of recommendations
were developed
emphasising the importance
of education and support
in schools and included

the introduction of Cyber
Ambassadors. The school
is now in its second year of
training pupils.
‘We were honoured to be
amongst such prestigious
organisations and people
across Hampshire,’ said
Mrs Trim. ‘From Police
Constable Andrew Reid to
Aurora New Dawn and the
National Probation Service,
we felt very humbled to be
recipients of the High Sheriff
Awards for 2019.’
Shortly after the event Mrs
Trim, along with pupils Holly
Love and Issy Roberts, gave
an eloquent and powerful
interview with Stephanie
Newenhouse from the
Early Late Show on BBC
Radio Solent about the
programme in school and
the merits of teaching peer
to peer on staying safe
online. ‘If in doubt, leave it
out.’

New Head Girl Team announced

Buzzing careers event gives
opportunity for girls to explore
their options for the future

Congratulations to the new Head Girl team for 2019 to 2020
which was announced in the spring term.
Chloe Wildsmith is our new Head Girl (second right) and is
joined by her team of deputies Lucy Rukin (far right - Senior
Prefect Marketing), Susannah Sparkes (second left - Senior
Prefect Student Voice and Well Being) and Mabel Hutton
(far left - Senior Prefect Charities) as Deputy Head Girls.
The girls took up their posts at the start of the summer term.
We wish them all well for their term of office.

Head Girl
netball
success

In the spring term our annual careers event took place at the
Senior School. Fifty professionals at over thirty different stands
were kept busy throughout the evening by girls in Years 9 to 13
eager to explore their options for the future.
A record number of pupils and parents attended the event
which also featured careers talks throughout the evening. The
atmosphere was buzzing and there were certainly some very
useful conversations helping girls to make those all-important
decisions about their futures.
Experts included governors, parents and alumnae as well as
careers colleagues from Portsmouth and Hampshire’s business
and professionals communities. We are enormously grateful for
the invaluable contribution made by our experts, without whom
such events would not be possible.

EPQ success is exceptional
Our new Head Girl Chloe is a keen netball player in her spare
time. This year she was selected to play for the Girls’ Day
School Trust select VII team and played matches against
Leeds Athletics and Leads Rhinos, the team won both of their
matches.
During Years 10 and 11 Chloe was selected to be part of the
Surrey Storm U17 squad and was picked to be in the team for
the NPFL national tournament in Nottingham for both years.
Current A Level course commitments mean Chloe was unable
to trial for the Surrey Storm squad this year due to the time
consuming training schedule and travel.
When she was in Year 10 Chloe was part of the Hampshire
County Academy before moving up to the South Region
Academy. Chloe currently plays for Meon Netball Club and
her team have retained their place in Division 2 of the South
Region Open League.

In the summer term we received the results of our latest
Extended Project Qualifications (EPQs) from the examiner.
The EPQ is an A Level project of 5000 words where the
girls choose their topic and complete the work entirely
independently. All Sixth Formers have the opportunity to
undertake the project as it can help towards gaining a place
at university. More importantly it is useful in learning the
skills required to research and write at higher education
level.
All girls received A* or A grades and we are particularly
pleased to note the comments of acclaim from the
examiner. Florence Smith had her essay on To what
extent does gendered language contribute towards gender
discrimination in society? retained by AQA as an example
of outstanding work to be used as a model for others.
Georgie Johnson’s piece on The use of music instead of
medicine in the treatment of dementia received the comment
that AQA would ‘recommend that it is sent to all the
residential care homes and hospitals in the country as its
conclusions are so important.’ All the girls did exceptionally
well and deserve the highest praise.
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Girls compete in the GDST Rally at Bromley

Year 9 took part in
a beach clean on
Southsea beach in
conjunction with the
Marine Conservation
Society, the UK’s
leading charity for the
protection of our seas,
shores and wildlife.

The senior netball team
had a successful morning
at the Bromley GDST rally
in March against GDST
competitor schools.
They won their matches
against Blackheath, Norwich,
Sydenham and Notting Hill
and Ealing in the morning but
found the afternoon more
challenging. They reached the
Plate Final losing in the last
second against Oxford and
finished 10th overall.
In cross country Portsmouth
had a strong team
performance from Year 9
with Beatrice Oliver finishing
46th in a very large field
of over 120. The Year 7
team ran well with Imogen
Clifford-Brown our best
placed runner. Well done
to Madeleine Oliver and
Phoebe Carlile finishing close
together in the senior event
at 21st and 28th respectively.

Portsmouth High
School celebrates
137 years

Portsmouth High School
celebrated its 137th Birthday in
February with a resounding service
at Portsmouth Cathedral.
Alumna Rhoda Zeffert from the
class of 1956 came to the service
with one of her sisters and two
cousins, who had all been at PHS,
and were delighted by the warm
reception and the lovely spring
flower posies they received.
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Southsea beach
became a little
cleaner...

GDST Techathon

It was a very blustery day
but the girls contributed
to the collection of over
8.5 million tons of plastic
which go into the ocean
each year. They collected
20kg of litter and over
850 items of rubbish.
The data collected has
been uploaded to the
Marine Conservation
Society’s website to
contribute to the
national picture of what is
happening in our seas and
beaches.

A team of
five computer
scientists from
Year 9 travelled
to the CodeNode
technology space in
London to attend
the annual GDST
Techathon.
The focus for this
year’s event was
artificial intelligence,
with an opening
keynote speech by
Lydia Gregory of
FeedForwardAI.
Girls from
Portsmouth High
joined with others
from Putney and
Oxford and worked
with inspiring mentor
Emma Obanye to
develop an app
that uses artificial
intelligence to support
mental health.
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